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FLAGSHIP armchair challenges contemporary furniture design by condensing the maximum comfort and timeless, fine
appearance in a solid structure.
FLAGSHIP is a new take on the classic genre of armchair. The seat shell embraces gently the body providing sufficient
support for the lumbar region, arms can be rested on a delicate lift at a perfect height, and the curved edges on the seat
pan as well as on the back follow softly the lines of the thighs and back without cutting into them. The armrest and
backrest form an inherent unity with the upholstery which conforms seamlessly to the composition.
A wealth of possibilities is at disposal when it comes to stylistic preferences – bases, legs and shells are freely able to be
combined as the joints of each parts are compatible with each other. FLAGSHIP is well suited to small, cosy milieu as well
as to offices or restaurants thanks to its warm, welcoming delicacy.
Dimensions:
Chair with swivel base:
525 × 600 × 760 mm (L×W×H)
Seat height: 450 mm
Seat width: 400 mm
Seat depth: 425 mm
Weight: 6,5 kg
Chair with swivel base and castors:
530 × 600 × 760 mm (L×W×H)
Seat height: 450 mm
Seat width: 400 mm
Seat depth: 425 mm
Weight: 7,5 kg
Order number:
Armchair with swivel base: 41000
Armchair with swivel base
and castors: 42000
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Certificates:
Stability and safety:
MSZ EN 12520:2016
MSZ EN 16139:2013
Surface resistance:
EN 12720:2009+A1:2013
SIS 83 91 17 2) or EN 15186 3)
EN 12722:2009+A1:2013
EN 12721:2009+A1:2013
NS 8061
EN ISO 105-E04:2013

Shell and legs
American walnut
European oak
Warm white
Peach
Claret
Blue
Green
Gray
Black
Linoleum (tabletop only)
Upholstery — Fabrics
Gray fabric
Brown fabric
Upholstery — Leathers
Brandy leather
Brick leather
Cognac leather
Lava leather
Navy leather
Black leather
Base
Chrome plated
Black powder coated
Polished aluminum
Gray powder coated
Castors: black or chrome
Footrest
Matte chrome

These are the standard range of materials and colours, customized options are availabe upon request.

MATERIALS & COLOUR OPTIONS

